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Abstract. Workflow languages are designed for the high-level description of processes and are typically not suitable for the generation of
complete applications. In this paper, we present WebWorkFlow, an
object-oriented workflow modeling language for the high-level description of workflows in web applications. Workflow descriptions define procedures operating on domain objects. Procedures are composed using
sequential and concurrent process combinators. WebWorkFlow is an embedded language, extending WebDSL, a domain-specific language for web
application development, with workflow abstractions. The extension is
implemented by means of model-to-model transformations. Rather than
providing an exclusive workflow language, WebWorkFlow supports interaction with the underlying WebDSL language. WebWorkFlow supports
most of the basic workflow control patterns.

1

Introduction

Workflow is concernced with the coordination of activities performed by participants involving artifacts [9,19]. Workﬂow and business process modeling languages such as UML activity diagrams [5], BPEL [4], and YAWL [17], are designed
for the high-level description of a wide variety of workﬂows or business processes
ranging from the documentation of the operating procedures for a factory, the
administrative processes involving (paper) documents of a business, or the procedures carried out by medical staﬀ with patients in a hospital. Thus, participants
in a workﬂow may be people, machines, or machines operated by people, and artifacts may be electronic data or physical artifacts. A worklow description may
be just the documentation of a procedure to be carried out by humans, or it may
be the speciﬁcation of an interactive automated process. If automated, a workﬂow
may be coordinated by a central machine (e.g. a web server), or it may consist of a
network of collaborating (web) services. To cover this wide range of applications,
workﬂow languages are restricted to modeling processes and not complete applications. That is, using a workﬂow engine for the execution of a process deﬁnition
requires external applications or code to implement individual activities.
Web applications are concerned with presenting information to, and obtaining information from users interactively through a web browser. There are many
types of web applications that contain workﬂow elements, i.e. the coordination
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of activities performed by participants. Consider for instance the following three
examples. (1) An issue tracker coordinating the activities of the members of a
project through registration, assignment and monitoring progress on issues. (2) A
conference management system coordinating the activities of authors, program
chairs, program committee members, external reviewers, meeting planners, and
attendees to produce, review, select, and present a collection of scientiﬁc publications. (3) A user registration component, creating an account for a new user
by subsequently registering, checking of credentials and conﬁrming by email,
involving a user and administrator. Thus, workﬂow concepts can be used as organizing principle for the engineering of many web applications, supporting the
high-level implementation of the administration and monitoring of a process.
Rather than deriving an incomplete skeleton or boilerplate application from a process
deﬁnition, a customized application with
WebWorkFlow
workﬂow requires integration of a workﬂow
DM UI AC WF
description language with a web engineering
language.
In this paper, we present WebWorkProceduralWebWorkFlow
Flow, an object-oriented workﬂow modelDM UI AC PE
ing language for the high-level description
of workﬂows in web applications. WebWorkFlow is an embedded language [3] extending
WebDSL
WebDSL [18], a domain-speciﬁc language for
DM UI AC
web application development, with workﬂow
abstractions (Figure 1). From the deﬁnition
BaseWebDSL
of procedures operating on objects, and a
DM
UI
control ﬂow description to connect these procedures, complete custom web applications
can be generated.
CoreWebDSL
The WebWorkFlow generator is designed
CoreDM CoreUI
and built using a number of best practices for domain-specific language engineering [18]. Rather than providing an exclusive
JavaWebApplication
workﬂow language, WebWorkFlow supports
Java Seam JSF JBoss ...
interaction with the underlying WebDSL language. This approach enables the use of work- DM = data model, UI = user interface,
ﬂow abstractions where possible, and the use AC = access control, PE = procedure
of the regular web modeling facilities where events, WF = workflow
needed. This practice is called language inteFig. 1. WebWorkFlow is implegration and separation of concerns [7].
mented as extension of WebDSL,
The target language (WebDSL) is a subset which is itself implemented by
of the source language. The high-level lan- means of model-to-model transforguage is more expressive (more concise mod- mations to a core subset, which
els), but may not have the same coverage. For is transformed to code for the
example, process expressions support only Java/Seam web platform
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structured control-ﬂow, while the underlying procedure event model supports
unstructured control-ﬂow. Thus, this approach makes it possible to use highlevel abstractions where possible, but allows escaping to the next lower level
where needed, thus increasing coverage of the language. This approach is called
compilation by normalization [10] and is sketched in Figure 1. At the top level
is WebWorkFlow, a rich DSL with sub-languages for data, user interface, access
control and workﬂow modeling. WebWorkFlow is translated to lower-level procedural WebWorkFlow where workﬂow process descriptions have been translated
to procedure events. Procedures are translated to a combination of data models,
user interface elements and access control rules. This chain of transformations
continues until all that is left is core WebDSL, a relatively low level model that
can be easily mapped to the target platform, in this case Java/SEAM.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section we introduce WebWorkFlow procedures by means of an example. In Section 3 we
describe our implementation approach, explaining the procedure event model
underlying the implementation of high-level process descriptions, the transformation of process expressions to procedure events, and the transformation of
procedures to WebDSL, building on its high-level data model, user interface,
and access control abstractions. In Section 4 we evaluate the coverage of WebWorkﬂow by examing the encoding of the control-ﬂow patterns of Van der Aalst
et al. [16]. In Section 5 we discuss the relation of WebWorkFlow to other process
modeling approaches.

2

WebWorkFlow by Example

Workﬂows in WebWorkFlow are deﬁned by means of workflow procedures that
operate on workflow objects. In this section we introduce the high-level language constructs for deﬁning objects and procedures, using as running example a simple workﬂow for organizing ‘progress meetings’ between managers and
their employees. More precisely, rather than organizing the meeting itself, the
workﬂow organizes the organization surrounding the
meeting. Prior to the meeting, the manager and em- entity User {
username :: String
ployee provide their own view on the progress of the
password :: Secret
name
:: String
employee. After the meeting the manager writes a
manager
-> User
report about the meeting. The employee may apemployees -> Set<User>
prove the report or may provide comments on the re- }
entity ProgressMeeting {
port, which may cause the manager to revise the reemployee
-> User
employeeView :: Text
port. When the report is approved, the manager ﬁnalmanagerView :: Text
izes it. The complete WebWorkFlow implementation of
report
:: Text
approved
:: Bool
this ProgressMeeting workﬂow is deﬁned in Figures 2
comment
:: Text
and 3.
}
Workflow Objects. WebWorkFlow is an object- Fig. 2. WebDSL data
oriented workﬂow language. Central to the deﬁnition model for progress meetof a workﬂow is a workﬂow object that accumulates the ing workflow
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data produced in the process and documents its progress. Typically, a workﬂow
object is a domain object in the domain model of the application. For example, in a conference management system natural workﬂow objects are Paper and
Review. If the only purpose of a workﬂow is to schedule a number of steps without a natural domain object, a special entity can be created to represent the
instances of the workﬂow.
Workﬂow objects are instances of entities described using WebDSL data models [18]. Figure 2 describes the data model for the progress meeting workﬂow. A
data model consists of entity declarations such as User and ProgressMeeting.
procedure meeting(p : ProgressMeeting) {
process {
(writeEmployeeView(p)
|AND| writeManagerView(p));
repeat {
writeReport(p);
(approveReport(p) |XOR| commentReport(p))
} until finalizeReport(p)
}
}
procedure writeEmployeeView(p : ProgressMeeting) {
who { principal = p.employee }
view {
derive procedurePage from p
for (view(employee), employeeView)
}
}
procedure writeManagerView(p : ProgressMeeting) {
who { principal = p.employee.manager }
view {
derive procedurePage from p
for (view(employee), managerView)
}
}
procedure writeReport(p : ProgressMeeting) {
who { principal = p.employee.manager }
view {
derive procedurePage from p
for (view(employee), view(employeeView),
view(managerView), report)
}
}
procedure approveReport(p : ProgressMeeting) {
who { principal = p.employee }
do
{ p.approved := true; }
}
procedure commentReport(p : ProgressMeeting) {
who { principal = p.employee }
view {
derive procedurePage from p
for (view(employee), view(report),
commments)
}
do
{ email(commentNotification(p));
}
}
procedure finalizeReport(p : ProgressMeeting) {
who { principal = p.employee.manager }
when { p.report != "" && p.approved }
}

(a) writeManagerView(p)

(b) approveReport(p) |XOR|
commentReport(p)

(c) commentReport(p)

(d) repeat{ writeReport(p) ... }
until finalizeReport(p)

Fig. 3. Progress meeting workflow procedure with screenshots
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An entity declaration has properties, which associate data with entity instances.
A property has a name and a type, which may be either a value type indicated
by :: (e.g. String, Text, Secret) or a reference type, indicated by ->, referring
to other entities or collections of entities (e.g. Set<User>).
Workflow Procedures. A workﬂow in WebWorkFlow is formalized by means
of a procedure, which describes activities to be performed by one or more participants in a particular order. A procedure may consist of a single step, or may be a
composition of procedures. A procedure may be automatic or may require a user
to provide input, which may require a simple button click or ﬁlling in a complete
form. Figure 3 deﬁnes the procedures for the progress meeting workﬂow. The
meeting procedure deﬁnes the overall process of the workﬂow by composing the
other procedures, which each deﬁne a single step. The screenshots on the right of
Figure 3 are snapshots from a workﬂow conducted by ‘Joe Manager’ and ‘Jane
User’. The name in the menubar indicates the logged in user.
Figure 4 deﬁnes the syntax of high-level procedure def- procedure f(x : A) {
who
{ who }
initions. Thus, a procedure deﬁnition has a name (f), exwhen
{ when }
actly one typed parameter (x:A) indicating the workﬂow
view
{ elem* }
do
{ stat* }
object to which the procedure applies, and a number of
process { pexp }
optional clauses, who, when, view, do, and process, which }
are discussed below. In the next section, the list of procedure clauses is extended to cater for the deﬁnition of Fig. 4. Procedures
procedure events.
Actor. The who clause determines which participants can apply the procedure
by means of an access control predicate, based on the declarative access control
model of WebDSL [7]. The expression is a constraint on the current session
and the workﬂow object, and any objects reachable from those via properties.
The session includes a pointer to the principal, i.e. the logged in user associated
with the session. For example, the writeReport procedure requires that the
principal corresponds to p.employee.manager, that is, the manager of the
employee for which the meeting is organized.
Activation. The when clause provides additional constraints on the applicability
of a procedure. This is used for enforcing the ordering of procedures, as we will see
in the next sections. However, in the high-level language, ordering of procedures
is achieved by means of process expressions. Thus, further utility of the when
clause is to test for preconditions on the workﬂow object. For example, the
finalizeReport procedure tests that the report has actually been written by
requiring that it is not the empty string, and that the report has been approved.
Another application of the when clause is to test timing constraints, e.g. the
deadline for a submitPaper procedure. A procedure is only applicable when
the actor and activation constraints are satisﬁed. Thus, the page for applying a
procedure and the links to that page are not accessible if these constraints are
not satisﬁed.
User interface. The view clause deﬁnes the user interface for applying a procedure. This may be an arbitrary WebDSL page deﬁnition, allowing a completely
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customizable user interface [18]. The page deﬁnition can display any relevant information accessible through the workﬂow object and session, and will typically
display a form for user input required by the procedure. It is often convenient
and appropriate to derive a page deﬁnition from the data model. The WebDSL
derive construct
derive style from e for (p1 ,...,pn )
provides a ﬂexible mechanism for deriving a page from an entity declaration [8].
The style argument declares the style of the page, the expression e indicates the
object and thus the type for which to generate the page, and the pi properties
indicate which properties of the object should be displayed (view) and which
should be edited. The commentReport procedure in Fig. 3 demonstrates how a
procedurePage can be generated for two view properties (employee and report)
and one edit property (comments).
Action. The do clause describes the action taken when the procedure is applied.
Actions can be described using a simple imperative language. For a standard
procedurePage the default action is to save the changes for the edit ﬁelds in
the form, and no further action is needed. Additional actions may be taken to
implement business logic, to send a notiﬁcation email as in the commentReport
procedure, or to create sub-workﬂows as described below.
Process. The process clause
extend entity ProgressMeeting {
contains a process expression
meetings -> Set<ProgressMeeting>
deﬁning the composition of pro- }
procedure meeting(p : ProgressMeeting) {
cedures to apply after invokprocess {
employeeMeetings(p);
ing the containing procedure.
(employeeView(p) |AND| managerView(p));
For example, the meeting pro... as before ...
}
cedure in Figure 3 deﬁnes the
}
composition of the individual procedure employeeMeetings(p : ProgressMeeting) {
who { principal = p.employee }
steps in the ProgressMeeting
do {
workﬂow. Process expressions
for(u : User in p.employee.employeesList) {
p.meetings
are composed from procedure
.add(ProgressMeeting{employee := u})
invocations with several combi}
}
nators. The sequential composiprocess {
tion e1 ; e2 of two expressions
AND(q : ProgressMeeting in p.meetingsList) {
meeting(q)
ﬁrst applies e1 and then e2. The
}
parallel composition e1 |AND|
}
e2 applies e1 and e2 in parallel }
waiting for both to terminate.
Fig. 5. Recursive workflow procedure
The iteration repeat{e} until
f(o) applies e until procedure f
is applied. The parallel composition e1 |XOR| e2 enables the application of e1
and e2, but cancels one if the other has terminated.
Recursive Procedures. The meeting example deﬁnes a workﬂow on a single
workﬂow object ProgressMeeting. However, there can be multiple instances of
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this workﬂow in diﬀerent stages of execution in parallel. For each user there
can be a ProgressMeeting instance, or even several, say if an employee has
more than one manager, or one for each year of employment. Thus, a workﬂow instance corresponds to an instance of the corresponding workﬂow object.
Procedures can instantiate new sub-workﬂows by invoking procedures on linked
objects (through properties). Such sub-workﬂows can also be recursive in the
sense that a procedure may call itself on another workﬂow object. The example
in Figure 5 illustrates recursion by extending the progress meeting example. In
this workﬂow users do not only have managers, they can also be managers. Before evaluating the progress of a manager, all his or her own employees should
be evaluated ﬁrst. Thus, the meeting workﬂow procedure is adapted to invoke
employeeMeetings(p). In the do clause, a ProgressMeeting object is created
and added to the set of meetings for each employee of the user. Then, in the
process clause, the meeting workﬂow is initiated for each employee meeting in
parallel so that all employees can start working on their employeeView simultaneously. The employeeMeetings procedure needs to be ﬁnished (all reports
approved and ﬁnalized) before the managers meeting can proceed.

3

Transforming Procedures

In this section we explain how we implement the compilation by normalization
approach to realize WebWorkFlow. We describe how WebWorkFlow procedures
are implemented by means of model-to-model transformations to the underlying
WebDSL language. The conceptual design of WebWorkFlow may suggest that
it is an object-oriented language that can be directly translated to a regular
object-oriented language such as Java. However, due to the statelessness of the
HTTP protocol, state has to be kept in between requests. Traditionally, sessions
have been used for this purpose, however sessions typically only last a few hours
whereas a workﬂow can last years. Furthermore sessions are bound to one particular user, whereas many users can participate in a workﬂow. So rather than
using sessions, the workﬂow state is persisted in the database through extension
of the application’s data model. Furthermore, page deﬁnitions are used to implement the user interface for applying a procedure, and access control rules to
regulate the applicability of a procedure. The transformations rely on the data,
user interface and access control modeling languages of WebDSL.
Procedures to Pages. The basic idea for the implementation of a procedure is
illustrated in Figure 6 with the transformation of procedure f (a :A ){...}. To
record the state of a procedure, the workﬂow entity A is extended with a property with the name of the procedure referring to a ProcedureStatus object.
The basic implementation of ProcedureStatus provides an enabled property,
which indicates whether the procedure may be applied, and an enable() function, which can be used to set this property to true. The user interface for the
procedure is realized by means of a page deﬁnition with the name of the procedure and the workﬂow object as argument. The view from the procedure is used
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as speciﬁcation of the presentation and the do action is performed on submit and
disables the procedure by resetting the enabled ﬂag. Finally, an access control
rule uses the who and when expressions to regulate access to the procedure. The
enabled property of the status object is used as an additional requirement for
applicability of the procedure.
Task Lists and Navigation. In addition to
the basic page for applying a procedure, further
elements for the user interface of an application
can be derived from procedure deﬁnitions. In
particular, a deﬁnition of a task list with links
to pages for applicable procedures for a particular workﬂow object, or a list with all available
procedures for a particular user. The access control mechanism of WebDSL ensures that links in
such work lists are only displayed if the pages
they point to are accessible. Thus, the user interface is dynamically adapted to the state of
the application. This is illustrated in Figure 3,
where links to applicable procedures can be seen
in the sidebar.

procedure f (a : A ) {
who { who }
when { when }
view { elem* }
do
{ stat* }
}

⇓
extend entity A {
f -> ProcedureStatus
}
entity ProcedureStatus {
enabled :: Bool
function enable() {
enabled := true;
}
}
define page f (a : A ) {
elem*
action do() {
a.f.enabled := false;
stat*
}
}
access control rules {
rule page f (a : A ) {
who && when && a.f.enabled
}
}

Procedure Event Model. A procedure has
a life cycle that starts with the creation of the
workﬂow object it is associated with and ends
with its destruction. WebWorkFlow provides an
event model for observing the changes in the life
cycle of a procedure. Observation of events is reFig. 6. Transformation of proalized using the following event handling clauses cedure into access control rule,
in a procedure deﬁnition (Figure 7):
page definition, and entity dec– enabled is triggered after a call of enable()
– disabled is triggered after a call of
disable()
– done is triggered after the execution of the
do clause
– processed is triggered after the procedure’s
process has terminated; in case a procedure
has no process clause the processed event
follows directly after the done event.
To support modular subscription to the events of
a procedure, the extend procedure mechanism
can be used to add additional statements to an
event handler. For example, the deﬁnition

laration

procedure f (a
enabled
{
who
{
when
{
view
{
do
{
done
{
process
{
processed {
disabled {
}

: A) {
stat* }
who }
when }
elem* }
stat* }
stat* }
pexp }
stat* }
stat* }

Fig. 7. Procedure events

extend procedure f (a : A ) { processed { stat* } }

extends the processed event handler with the stat* statements.
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Encoding Procedure Dependencies. The procedure event model provides a
general mechanism for encoding a wide variety of policies for ordering procedures.
For example, the deﬁnition
extend procedure writeReport(p : ProgressMeeting){
processed { p.approveReport.enable(); p.commentReport.enable(); } }

enables the procedures approveReport and commentReport after the write
Report procedure has terminated, which corresponds to a parallel split.
Process Expressions. While the procedure event handlers provide a ﬂexible entity ProcedureStatus {
caller
-> ProcedureStatus
mechanism for composing procedures,
returnstate :: Int
it is also a rather tedious mechanism.
function enable(c : ProcedureStatus,
r : Int) {
A large number of procedure compothis.enabled := true;
sition patterns can be captured using
this.caller := c;
this.returnstate := r;
concise process expressions from which
this.enabled(); }
the correct event handling code can
function disable() {
this.enabled := false;
be generated automatically. For examthis.disabled(); }
ple, the sequential composition of two }
procedures can be encoded as in the
writeReport deﬁnition above. That is, Fig. 8. Re-definition of ProcedureStatus
the sequential composition f(x); g(x) for recording return address of procedure
is encoded by calling x.g.enable() in call
the processed clause of f. This direct
enabling of the successor of a proceprocedure f(a:A){ process{ g(a); h(a) } }
dure works ﬁne provided that proce⇓
dures are only called from one call site.
entity FStatus : ProcedureStatus {
Since workﬂow procedures are intended
a -> A
function next(state : Int) {
for human consumption, it is generally
if(state = 0) { a.g.enable(this, 1); }
not a good idea to require the same acif(state = 1) { a.h.enable(this, 2); }
tivity in many diﬀerent contexts. Howif(state = 2) { this.processed(); }
}
ever, this constraint is typically vio}
lated in the case of recursion, which
extend procedure f(a : A) {
enabled { this.next(0); }
requires an initial call and the actual
processed {
this.caller.next(this.returnstate);
recursive call.
}
Dealing with multiple call sites re}
quires a more dynamic approach to sequencing of calls. In order to return Fig. 9. Sequential composition with state
control to the proper callee, it is neces- machine
sary to record the ‘return address’. The
return address of a workﬂow procedure call can be represented by the identity
of the caller, i.e. its ProcedureStatus object, and its state. Figure 8 redeﬁnes
ProcedureStatus with an enable function taking the caller identity and its
state as arguments.
To determine the next step to take after a procedure returns, a process expression is transformed to a ﬁnite state machine encoded by the next function of
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the F Status entity, which specializes ProcedureStatus for a procedure f . To
compute the state machine, all positions in the process expressions are assigned
a unique number. For each combinator there are special rules for computing the
transitions. We illustrate the computation with two examples, sequential composition (Figure 9) and parallel split (Figure 10). Procedure f in Figure 9 applies
the sequential composition of g and h. It is transformed to the next function in
the FStatus entity declaration and an extension of the procedure event handlers.
When f is enabled, the transition from the start state (0) is taken, which will
lead to g being enabled with state 1. When the next transition is taken from
g, h is enabled with state 2. On return from h the process is completed and the
processed event handler is called, which itself returns to the caller of f.
Figure 10 deﬁnes the implementation of the e1 |AND| e2 combinaprocedure f(a : A) {
tor, which applies procesess e1 and
process {
p(a); [1]
e2 in parallel and waits for both
((g1(a); e1*; h1(a) [3])
to complete before proceeding. The
|AND| (g2(a); e2*; h2(a) [5]));
q(a) } }
transformation assumes a normalized
process expression in which the expres⇓
sion is preceded and succeeded by a
extend entity A { count :: Int }
simple procedure call. This assumpextend entity FStatus {
extend function next(state : Int) {
tion is also made for the branches
if(state = 1) {
of the split. Expressions that do not
a.g1.enable(this, 0);
a.g2.enable(this, 0);
match this pattern (e.g. (e1 |AND|
}
e2); (e3 |AND| e4) can be transif(state = 3 || state = 5) {
if(a.count = 1) {
formed to this form by insertion of aua.count := 0;
tomatic identity procedures. Note that
a.q.enable(this, 0);
} else {
the [i] expressions are state labels.
a.count := a.count + 1;
When the split is reached (state 1),
} } } }
the heads of the two branches are enabled. When the ﬁrst of the branches Fig. 10. Implementation of the split and
returns, the counter count is incre- join transitions of the |AND| parallel commented. When the next branch returns binator
the counter is 1 and the continuation
q is enabled.

4

Encoding Patterns

A lot of research has been conducted on the assessment of workﬂow languages.
Van der Aalst et al. [16] describe an extensive set of workﬂow patterns from the
process perspective ranging from simple patterns such as sequential execution to
complicated patterns such as loops and cancellation patterns. Recently, a revised
version of these patterns was published [13]. Patterns have also been devised for
the resource perspective [15] and the data perspective [14]. In this paper, we focus
on the use of control patterns for evaluating workﬂow languages from the control
perspective. Fig. 11 shows the coverage of these patterns for WebWorkFlow. In
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this table + means this pattern directly supported by WebWorkFlow, +/- means
it is possible to implement through a workaround, and - means the pattern is
not supported by WebWorkFlow. A number of patterns that are particularly
noteworthy for WebWorkFlow are patterns 10, 12-15 and 22.
Although arbitrary cycles (10) are not often needed, they can be implemented
using the lower-level procedure events processed or done, in which an arbitrary
procedure can be enabled. This is an example of why it useful to have a highlevel process description language, while at the same time still having access to
a lower level of abstraction where not directly supported process features can be Pattern
Support
1. Sequence
+
implemented.
Parallel split
+
Multiple instances (12-15) of procedures 2.
3. Synchronization
+
in WebWorkFlow are supported through 4. Exclusive Choice
+
+
multiple instances of the objects they op- 5. Simple merge
6. Multi choice
+
erate on. One instance of a process can 7. Synchronizing merge
+
+/run on each object that the process is de- 8. Multi-merge
Discriminator
+
ﬁned on. By creating new object instances, 9.
10. Arbitrary cycles
+/any number of instances of a process 11. Implicit termination
can be created. Multiple instances with- 12-15. Multiple instance patterns +
Deferred choice
+
out synchronization (pattern 12) can be 16.
17. Interleaved parallel routing
+/implemented by simply calling enable() 18. Milestone
+/+
on them, which instantiates them in a 19. Cancel activity
20. Cancel case
+/non-blocking manner. Synchronizing on 21. Structured Loop
+
+
a number of instances (pattern 13 and 22. Recursion
Transient Trigger
+
14) can be realized by instantiating them 23.
24. Persistent Trigger
+
using the AND(a : A in o.aList){proc}
construct. Pattern 15 (Multiple instances
without a priori runtime knowledge) can be Fig. 11. Control flow pattern coverage of WebWorkFlow
implemented as follows:
multiproc(o).enable(); stopmultiproc(o)

In the done clause of multiproc, the procedure instantly re-enables itself using enable(), creates a new object, and starts a process with enable(). Finally,
stopmultiproc disables multiproc through a call to multiproc.disable(). To
synchronize all processes created, a when clause can be added to the
stopmultiproc procedure, to require for all instances that their processes are
ﬁnished.
For recursion (22) we can distinguish three cases. First, tail recursion can be
implemented using repeat and while. Second, recursion on properties of the object is supported by simply calling a procedure recursively on the property (e.g.
Figure 5). Recursive self calls on an object a from a process deﬁned on a are not
supported. We have not yet found a use-case for non tail-recursive self recursion,
so it does not seem much of an issue. (But examples are most welcome!)
Data Patterns. Rusell et al. in [14] discuss a number of workﬂow data patterns.
WebWorkFlow deﬁnes its processes directly on top of data entities. This gives
the procedures in the process direct access to the data entity and all the data
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that is linked from it. Through this mechanism many of the data patterns are
naturally supported. WebWorkFlow is mostly lacking in data hiding, for which it
provides no explicit support. Lack of space prevents us from providing a thorough
evaluation of the data patterns that are supported by WebWorkFlow.

5

Discussion

During the design of WebWorkFlow a number of design decisions were made
that distinguish it from other workﬂow systems. We compare our approach to
other workﬂow approaches and discuss opportunities for future work.
Evaluation. Most workﬂow systems (YAWL, JBPM, BPEL) dynamically load
a workﬂow description and interpret it. The advantage of this approach is the
ability to adapt the workﬂow while the system is running. The workﬂow description can then simply be reloaded. This ability is often limited, however,
to process descriptions, which means that no new tasks or procedures can be
deﬁned at runtime. In WebWorkFlow on the other hand, workﬂows are compiled
to WebDSL (which in in its turn compiles to Java/JSF). As a consequence,
run-time adaptations of the workﬂow process are not supported. However, the
compiled application is much more light-weight than an interpreted worfklow
management system.
The main concern of most workﬂow management systems is controlling the
process. User interfaces and the rest of the application are handled in separate
systems and are thus outside the scope of the workﬂow system. WebWorkFlow
is an embedded DSL in WebDSL and therefore integrates well with the rest
of WebDSL. This integration enables the developer to more easily develop and
generate complete user interfaces, automated tasks and control ﬂow. At the same
time, it gives a maximum of ﬂexibility as one can always resort to a lower level
of abstraction in case the ultimate abstraction layer does not support a certain
construction.
Following the tendency to design languages that are understandable by both
business analysts and technical developers, and the shift from workﬂow to business process modeling, most workﬂow approaches use a graphical language for
specifying processes. WebWorkFlow is speciﬁcally aimed at web developers and
uses a textual language. The ﬁrst reason to use a textual language is because it
is an embedded DSL within WebDSL, which is a textual language. The second
reason is that it turns out to be a very eﬃcient and expressive way of expressing
workﬂows.
Related Work. The approach that is taken by Brambilla et al. in [1], is
that of adding workﬂow support to any domain model by performing a model
transformation, by which the original model is extended with the necessary domain model elements to support workﬂow. WebWorkFlow applies these ideas
to WebDSL. WebWorkFlow is more expressive than the approach discussed by
Brambilla, because it does not cover nested sub-processes, which precludes recursion. Brambilla et al. themselves applied the ideas from [1] to WebML [2], where
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they describe how processes described in BPMN can be used to enact workﬂow
processes in WebML applications. The authors envision that their explicit design
styles in the future could be automated to generate skeleton applications based
on process descriptions. WebWorkFlow realizes this vision; it does not only generate a skeleton application, but a complete application that can be customized
at the model level to better suit application-speciﬁc needs.
YAWL is a graphical worklow language and system designed by Van der Aalst
and Ter Hofstede, authors of the work on workﬂow patterns [13,15,14]. YAWL
is designed to support almost every workﬂow pattern. Its formalization is based
on high-level Petri nets [17]. Although YAWL is a graphical language, a lot of
conﬁguration needs to be done by setting parameters in property boxes. The
process diagram does not always shows a complete picture because so much
information is hidden inside properties. While YAWL is very expressive, it does
not have the layered implementation that WebWorkFlow has, which allows to
use lower level constructs to implement workﬂows not directly supported by the
workﬂow language.
Panta Rhei [6] is a web-based workﬂow system that interprets workﬂows speciﬁed in a textual language. Workﬂow data in Panta Rhei is persisted in a database, which, like in WebWorkFlow, makes it possible to alter the execution of
workﬂows at run-time by changing this data. A web browser is used as interface
to the user. Communication with other systems is possible using an internal form
representation, which remote systems must be able to interpret. Panta Rhei also
has support for timing and transactional features, both of which are future work
for WebWorkFlow.
WebWork is a web-only implementation of the workﬂow management system
Meteor-2 [11]. It uses a graphical designer to specify a workﬂow, from which
HTML and CGI scripts are generated. Automated tasks are performed using a
socket connection with a web server and invoking CGI programs. WebWork is
not as expressive as BPEL or BPMN, as only somewhat more than half of the
ﬁrst 20 workﬂow pattern are supported [16]. Also, the use of CGI adds ﬂexibility,
but a custom task is not easily constructed, as opposed to WebWorkFlow, where
all code can be speciﬁed in one language.
BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation) is a business process modeling
notation language designed by the Business Process Modeling Initiative [20] and
now maintained by the Object Management Group [12]. Its goal is to provide
a notation for describing business processes understandable for both business
analysts and technical developers. WebWorkFlow on the other hand is much
more technical and mainly aimed at developers. In contrast to WebWorkFlow,
BPMN is not directly executable. It is possible however, to derive executable
workﬂow speciﬁcations from workﬂows speciﬁed using a subset of BPMN.
Future Work. An interesting area of research for WebWorkFlow is making
procedures accessible through a web service interface (as opposed to the current
HTML interface) and accessing procedures of remote servers. WebWorkFlow
could then be used for web service orchestration, similar to BPEL.
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Because of the user-initiated nature of WebDSL (and WebWorkFlow by extension), using timed events is not yet possible. Conceivable applications of timing
features are scheduling tasks and using deadlines to automatically inﬂuence the
execution of procedures.
As WebWorkFlow is used to generate a fully functional workﬂow system instead of specifying a workﬂow that is interpreted by a WFMS, regenerating
and deploying the workﬂow system could potentially break ongoing workﬂows.
This is a data model evolution problem and is future work. The automatically
generated navigation based on procedure deﬁnitions is useful, but can still be
enhanced. Process descriptions can be more fully utilized to generate navigation.
Although it is possible to disable (parts of) procedures in the current version of
the language, it is not straightforward to roll back the state of an application
when errors occur. A transaction system similar to Panta Rhei might be helpful.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we introduced WebWorkFlow, an embedded DSL extending
WebDSL with object-oriented workﬂow abstractions. Based on the deﬁnition
of workﬂow procedures a full ﬂedged executable application can be generated,
including navigation and work lists. Following the ‘compilation by normalization’ [10] approach, WebWorkFlow achieves great ﬂexibility and customizability by making the lower abstraction levels of the procedure event model and
WebDSL web application modeling accessible next to the high-level workﬂow
abstractions. WebWorkFlow covers most of the workﬂow control patterns. The
patterns that are not directly expressible through the process expression language can often be implemented on the procedure event level, demonstrating
the advantages of building a (workﬂow) language as an abstraction on a lowerlevel language.
Acknowledgments. This research was supported by NWO/JACQUARD project
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